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Starting Seeds: Indoors
1. Seed Starting Mixes and Potting Soils:
Many cheap potting soils are poorly drained and need to be lightened with
coarse vermiculite or perlite. The best quality mixes can be found at garden
supply stores. Don’t buy cheap soils at your local discount store.
2. Types of Containers for Starting Seed:
There are lots of possibilities for containers. Cut-down milk cartons, egg cartons,
yogurt cups, Styrofoam cups, and disposable drinking cups will do. The main
requirement is that the container has drainage holes punched or drilled in the
bottom.
3. Sowing Seed:
Seed containers should be filled to within 1/4” to 1/2” from the top of the rim
after the soil mix is lightly firmed. This allows a space to hold water while
watering after the seedlings have emerged. Moisten the planting mix before
you sow the seed. Tweezers are often a handy tool for sowing small seed. For
large seed it is often helpful to poke a small hole in the soil with a dibble if you
have one. A blunt pencil or pen can substitute as a dibble. When sowing in
flats, you can make small furrows about 1/4” deep and then gently tap the
seed packet so that the seeds fall more or less evenly into the furrow. Most small
seeds do not need to be covered, or are covered only lightly. Fine or tiny seeds
must be sown on the soil surface. Water from below by placing the container in
a shallow tray of water and bring the water level about 1/4” deep, and/or
mist the surface with a spray bottle.
4. Watering:
During germination, the soil surface must be kept moist at all times. If the soil
dries out once, your germinating seeds may die. For this reason, if your seeds
are being germinated in direct sunlight it is helpful to have a tray of water
underneath the growing container. A few seeds like to have a slightly drier soil
medium. For example, pepper and eggplant seeds do better when the soil is
only slightly moist.
5. Lighting:
Seedlings require a lot of light, often at least twice as much light required by
mature plants. Most mature herbs should have a minimum of four to six hours of
strong sunlight. Vegetables should have six to eight hours of direct sunlight to
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keep them from becoming leggy. If seedlings become leggy they may become
too weak to transplant and will not thrive when transplanted, or they will not
stay erect. When starting plants indoors, if you do not have enough light, you
can supplement the light level using a fluorescent light fixture. The light level
from a fluorescent light is very low, so the lamp must be only about two inches
above the surface of the plants and must be left on for about 16 hours a day.
6. Care of Seedlings after Germination:
After the seedlings appear, be sure there is good air circulation around them in
order to avoid dampening-off disease. Dampening off is caused by a soil
fungus that attacks the seedlings at the base of the stems causing them to
collapse.
7. Transplanting:
Seedlings are ready to transplant when they have two sets of true leaves. Many
herbs and some flowers can benefit from being transplanted to a richer soil mix
in larger (3”) containers before being planted in the garden. To transplant
seedlings, lift the seedlings out of the soil mix using the end of a pencil or handle
of a teaspoon. If the roots are intermingled with each other, tease the roots
gently apart. When transplanting, moisten the soil and prepare a hole large
enough to accept the root of the transplanted seedling. Keep the seedlings at
the same planting depth. After transplanting, water the seedlings and keep out
of direct sunlight for at least one day to avoid transplant shock.
8. Hardening Off Before Transplanting:
Plants grown indoors are tender and succulent and not ready for the outside
world without some preparation called “hardening off.” If plants are placed
directly outside without first being acclimated, the seedlings will be burned by
the bright sun, dried, or broken by wind, stunted by hot or cold growing
conditions, or damaged by frost. Start the process by putting the seedlings out
in bright sun for no more than an hour the first day, or less if it is windy. You can
put them out longer if they are in dappled shade. The next day, put the plants
outside for up to two hours. Each day, increase the time by an hour or more and
by the end of the week the plants will be ready to be outside. Allow up to ten
days or longer if they are to be transplanted to the garden. This hardening off
period will allow plants to withstand weather extremes and will cause the cuticle
of the leaves and stems to become thicker so that they lose less water and
become stronger.

Starting Seeds: Outdoors
Choosing the site:

Any sunny location with rich, well-drained soil is fine for most plants. For
sun-loving plants, eight hours (bare minimum of six hours) of direct sun is
important. For shade-loving herbs, select a site that has about 75% shade.
If the soil is not well-drained, add composted leaves, well-rotted sawdust,
or other finished organic matter to a depth of 6 to 8”. Most herbs are not
fussy about soil type as long as the soil is well drained. Herbs grown in rich
soil grow more luxuriantly but may be less aromatic.

Saving Seeds
The seeds you borrow from the Seed Library are free, and yet they are
priceless. We hope you learn a lot as you experience the joys of gardening
and seed saving. As you grow as a gardener and experience success in
your garden, please consider bringing some seeds back to share the fruits
of your labours with the community. At harvest time, please take some extra
steps to save seeds for others to borrow and plant. By returning a portion of
the seeds you save from your strongest, tastiest, and most vigorous plants,
you’ll help keep our seed library growing.

Soil preparation:

There is a wide range of garden soils. Most soils are
adequate as long as there is good fertility and drainage,
and the soil pH is in the range of 6.0 to 7.0. Beyond the
basic requirements of proper pH, fertility, and drainage,
all soils benefit from the addition of organic matter. Good
sources of organic matter include well-rotted manure
tilled into the soil, well-rotted sawdust, broken-down
leaves, and compost. It is important to dig in organic
matter to a depth of 6 to 8” to prevent loss of nutrients,
especially nitrogen.

Seedbed preparation:

Seedbeds should be tilled or dug under several weeks
before planting to help kill weeds and break down plants
that have been tilled into the soil. The bed should be dug
again before sowing seeds to remove debris and stones.
The aim is to break up the soil into small particles. If the
seed is small, you may have to seed heavily to
compensate for environmental factors. For large seeds,
like peas, beans, and corn, the soil particles can be
relatively large. For small seeds (e.g. basil and parsley)
the soil should be well-worked and then raked smooth.
Small seeds can be sown on the surface and then pressed
or tamped into the soil lightly. Pressing the seeds lightly
into the surface helps maintain consistent moisture levels.

Choosing Seeds

The seeds that you’ll find in our Library are open-pollinated (mainly
heirloom) varieties. Our seeds are categorized by level of difficulty to save
seeds as “true to type,” not by how to grow them. When growing to save
seed, please try to match the seed saving difficulty with your gardening
expertise. Here are some guidelines for growing plants to save seed:

EASY SEEDS
Easy seeds are great for beginners and grow plants that are less likely to
cross-pollinate with other plants in that family. Examples of easy seeds
include bean, pea, lettuce, and tomato. Easy seeds are marked with the
green label.
TIP: Stick with one variety of a plant, or separate
different varieties with a taller buffer crop or
distance.
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Seed Processing

MEDIUM SEEDS
Medium seeds grow plants that may be insect pollinated and are more
likely to cross-pollinate. Medium seeds are marked with a yellow label.
Examples of medium seeds include basil, eggplant, and pepper.
TIP: Choose only one variety from each plant or
separate similar plants a good distance apart,
such as planting one in the front yard and one in
the back.

To save seed, there are only three simple processes to know. Once you have
an understanding of each of the processes, you can save almost any seed.

Dry Seed Processing

ADVANCED SEEDS
Advanced seeds grow plants that are wind, insect-pollinated, and biennial
and are very likely to cross-pollinate with other plant varieties, resulting in
a “mystery” plant. They may also take more than one season to produce
seeds. These seeds are marked with a red label. Examples of advanced
seeds include Brassica crops (cabbage, broccoli, and kale).
TIP: Stick to a single plant variety, stagger
growing times, and use tenting or hand pollination
techniques to preserve the purity of the seed.
Separate similar plants by placing them a good
distance apart like in the front yard and back yard.
Check the botanical name to ensure which plants
are related and susceptible to cross-pollination.

For plants with seeds that grow on the outside of the plant. (Examples include
bean, onion, and carrot.) Allow the seed to dry on the plant and collect the
seedpods before they break open. For plants with seeds that develop in the
centre of the flower, allow the plant to dry. When the stem holding the seed
head turns brown, harvest the seeds.

Wet Seed Processing

For seeds that grow inside the fleshy fruit of the plant. (Examples include
eggplant, watermelon, and squash.) Rinse off the seeds and dry them
thoroughly. If the seeds have a gel-like coating, use the fermentation process.

Fermentation Seed Processing

For seeds with a gel-like coating. (Examples include tomato, cucumber, some
squash, some melons.) Mix the seeds and the seed juice with a little water in a
small container with a lid. Allow the seeds to ferment for 4-6 days. When a
layer of mold has formed on the top of the water and the seeds sink, the
fermentation is complete. Add more water, swish it around, and remove the
mold and pulp. The good seeds will sink to the bottom, while the bad seeds
will float to the top. Remove the bad seeds. Allow to dry thoroughly.

Words to Know: Garden Terminology
Open-pollinated:

A term used to describe a plant whose flowers are fertilized by natural means.
A variety that, if properly isolated, will breed true to type when saved to plant
the following year.

Heirloom:

Open-pollinated varieties which have been grown for so many successive
generations that their physical and genetic qualities are fairly stable. These
seeds will be “true to type” if saved.

Hybrid:

When cross-pollination occurs between seed varieties. Seeds saved from
hybrid plants will not produce plants like the parent plant.

Pollination

The transfer of pollen from male to female reproductive organs to produce fruit
and seed.

Cross-pollination:

The transfer of pollen from one plant to the female flower of another plant.
When cross-pollination occurs between varieties it can cause unpredictable
results in the fruit and seed.

Fermentation:

A process that mimics natural chemical reactions by allowing seed to break
down organic barriers and prepare for germination. The fermentation process
breaks down germination inhibitors and protects against certain diseases.

Biennial:

A flowering plant that takes two years to produce seed.
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